
Socratic Method Exposes P-Con Fraud Series: Based on asking and answering questions to stimulate critical 
thinking and to draw out ideas and underlying presuppositions. 

c/o mayesvara dasa 
(805) 640-0405 

  mdjagdasa@gmail.com

"As the qualities of a nearby object are reflected in a crystal, one similarly takes on the qualities
                                of a person with whom he associates. Therefore, in order to increase one's
                                 devotional sentiment in his own line, a wise person should take shelter of
                                   those who have the same temperament."  -Srila Bhaktivenode Thakura

QUESTION: Why are you so willing to accuse TKG of murder when there is NO reasonable explanation for how he did it? Why do you believe
  Nico’s history of nefarious selfishness and deceit would not also infect his credibility regarding the P-Con?  Do you believe it is proper 

behavior for Nico to verbally assault everyone who dares cross-examine his integrity, agenda, or accusations?  The two principal suspects  
        have passed on so what is the real agenda behind the effort to promote this controversial issue that no experienced lawyer will touch?
    

Delirium  From A Wounded SoulDelirium  From A Wounded- Soul

Graduate: Ojai Valley Citizens Acdmy, VC Sheriff 2002
Retired; From: 30 years as Database Engineer for DOD.
Resided; Ojai Ca. since Jan 1987 (Stability)
MBA Graduate; California Lutheran University 1994
Certified Computer Professional; since 1995
Distinguished Scholar; CSciences Corp. 1993-94
Certificate Of Appreciation; NSWES DOD 1993
Silver Pen Award; Ojai Valley Newspaper 1992
Exceptional Employee Award; CBISystems 1991 
Outstanding Performance;Vanguard Technologies 1988
Secret Clearance Awarded; Department of Defense 1988
Bachelor of Science; Woodbury University 1986
National Deans List Acknowledgment; 1984-85
Honors List; Woodburry University, Glendale Ca.1985
Cert. Systms Analysis & Systms Mngmnt; UCLA1985 
Sportsmanship Award; Hargrave Military Academy 1968 
Citizenship Award; Ardsley Public Schools 1965 

Surrendered & Served on Radha Damodara Bus Party: Oct 1975 Apr 1976
 “mayesvara dasa”  Mar. 1976Personally Initiated by Srila Prabhupada Vrindaban:

 Mar - Jul 1976Engineered 55th St. NY Radha Govinda Mandir facade;
 Jul 1976 Balarama Repair & 1977 NY parade floats.Jayananda’s Rath Cart Apprentice:

: Kolkata-78, Mumbai,-80, London-81, LA MLK-03 & Alum Raths 07Built Raths  Engineered;
(Dismantled for the TOVP)Designed Original Mayapura Lotus Fountain 1979 

: From home & Skype since 2003.  Annual Ojai Rathayatra & Host of Bi-Monthly Gita Class
 1978-80 Foundation & RCC work.Site Engineer Srila Prabhupada’s Vrindaban Samadhi;

 Airport litigation-1982-3, Robin George Case, etc. 1984-7ISKCON Legal Services Paralegal;
Who Is Mayesvara? 

Nico selfishly disregarded Prabhupada’s order and  at same time!1973 entrapped two wives
When asked to leave New Orleans, he departed at night absconding with farm assets etc.

Mississippi Bureau of Narcotics Drug Enforcement Agency arrest Nico at his home. 1995
 to Govinda Puri in Efland, NC but departed because he could not reign topmost.1992Ran

Destroyed Govinda Puri via ugly economic tactics, boundary violations, & vandalism etc. 
 to Prabhupada Village & cheated others selling swamp land to build houses on. 1993Ran

 away to Hawaii, developed properties and cheated contractors to accumulate funds. Ran
 to Panama to start another project which also failed due to incompetence & fraud.1995Ran
 to Fiji & build condominiums he controlled to dominate over anyone who came.2003Ran

In Fiji Nico grew & harvested the intoxicant Kava Kava as a primary source of income.   
Extended family members revolted against Nicos psychopathic abuse & disown him.2007
Nico retaliated by divorcing all & initiated P-Con Ver2 as revenge & to win attention.2017

  

Author  History (Dates are approximate)Nico Kuyt
Lusts for minor Robin George & restrains her at temple. 1972 

Removed as New Orleans Temple president circa. 1973
Hostile defendant in Robin George “Kidnaping Lawsuit”. 1983

Judge Jackman: 1983 Nico“...only coincidentally tells the truth”
Starts New Talavana farm, kicked out due to narcissism. 1974

Nico contrives both RtVik 1997 & oison- spiracy. 1999P Con
Server said: Nico  from libel, slander & fraud lawsuit. 2000Ran

Barely educated, never employed, cheated for his livelihood.
Son’s Testimony: Follow links for descriptions below. 

Starts New Jaipur farm in Fiji & runs it like a POW camp. 2012  
Nico’s Fiji farm fails due to PR scam and devotee abuse 2019

P-Con propaganda is grandiosity, taunting, & grandstanding.  
To say that his people skills are lacking is an understatement.

.Relocated illegal drug business to Chapel Hill Missouri farm
Nico get’s raided, his assets get seized and he goes to jail.  

Nico has lifelong history of breaking the law & harming people. 
Nico earns massive income from US illegal drug industry.

Nico’s greed led to many people becoming addicted to cocain.
Nico also sold pornography & naked “Pin Ups” for income. 

Nico to Houston & sets up his drug shop there again in1993 ran 
Wounded souls promote Nico’s delirium & are equally culpable. 

Nicos contrived P-Con 
relies on slandering TKG, so here
we pay him in his own coin and 
reveal his chronic narcissism!

17 Quotes from expert witness Dr.Pillay exposing medical flaws in P-Con ruse.
16 important questions that deserve coherent answers from P-Con believers.
17 Large graphics illustrating essential facts & evidence debunking the P-Con
37 Expanded definitions of key terms explaining P-Con diversionary tricks etc.
1 Detailed testimony from HDG,s personal nurse who kept the medical record.
84 Small graphics supporting text details expressed in P-Con fraud.
67 Rebuttals to typical bankrupt P-Con propaganda “None So Blind” 
5 Transcribed testimonies of Sanyasis who witnessed end pastimes.
9 Other transcribed video testimonies from senior associates of TKG.
37 specific examples of logic fallacies used to promote the P-Con.

DECEPTION Is a comprehensive independent study that includes:

1.This book repackages the misrepresented facts, and same contrived evidence, 
unfounded, agenda driven allegations already fully exposed in the  study.DECEPTION

3.Only very poorly informed individuals or those whose intelligence has been stunted 
fail to perceive the avalanche of absurd allegations made in this offensive diatribe!
4. Nico’s horrendous reputation is well established and overlooked here based on the 
argument of accepting gold from a filthy place.  But there is no gold here at all.  It is 
the epitome of insulting Vaishnava aparadha that only a sick mind could dream up.

2.This author makes many unsupported and irrelevant statements that he expects the 
unsuspecting reader to fully support even though his history lacks any personal integrity.

https://web.archive.org/web/20180904214617/http://nomissionnomercy.com/seller-of-drug-paraphernalia/

https://web.archive.org/web/20180905005652/http://nomissionnomercy.com/communities-affected/

More found at:   http://jagannatha.com/who-is-mayesvara-dasa-acbsp/

https://web.archive.org/web/20180905025512/http://nomissionnomercy.com/husband-and-father/

https://web.archive.org/web/20180905045517/http://nomissionnomercy.com/dont-protect-the-farm-in-fiji/

Milk touched by the lips of a 
serpent has a poisonous effect!

Not 
a thing 

triumphant 
about a 

malicious 
lie!

Author         Historymayesvara dasa--
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http://jagannatha.com/category/historical/poison-conspiracy/
http://jagannatha.com/category/historical/poison-conspiracy/
http://jagannatha.com/category/historical/poison-conspiracy/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180904214617/http://nomissionnomercy.com/seller-of-drug-paraphernalia/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180904214617/http://nomissionnomercy.com/seller-of-drug-paraphernalia/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180905005652/http://nomissionnomercy.com/communities-affected/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180905005652/http://nomissionnomercy.com/communities-affected/
http://jagannatha.com/who-is-mayesvara-dasa-acbsp/
http://jagannatha.com/who-is-mayesvara-dasa-acbsp/
http://jagannatha.com/who-is-mayesvara-dasa-acbsp/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180905025512/http://nomissionnomercy.com/husband-and-father/
https://www.nebiolab.com/drug-discovery-and-development-process/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180905025512/http://nomissionnomercy.com/husband-and-father/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180905045517/http://nomissionnomercy.com/dont-protect-the-farm-in-fiji/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180905045517/http://nomissionnomercy.com/dont-protect-the-farm-in-fiji/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180905045517/http://nomissionnomercy.com/dont-protect-the-farm-in-fiji/
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QUESTION: Why do you blindly accept studies done on hair samples that were NOT properly retained and preserved according to laws 
intended to ensure that evidence does not environmentally degrade or get maliciously tampered with?  Why do you accept unreasonable 
statements about hair studies never confirmed by at lease one alternative independent source?  Why to you trust the people who promote 

       the P-Con when they intentionally misrepresented what Dr. Morris reported and his inexperience in using the NAA process to study hair?
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Fabricated Whisper Evidence!
                           , owned by Jack Mitchel, is the star audio forensic sleuth for CAE Lab
                               the P-Con.  When his credentials were examined so many suspicious 
anomalies turned up it took five pages in the book  5.3.2. to expose them all.  DECEPTION
It appears Jack was a clever opportunist who wouldn’t miss a chance to milk Nico for thousands 
to generate reports and graphs to certify whatever Nico wanted.  Nico 
in turn inflated Jack’s credibility by telling us he had $250,000 worth 

of equipment although Jack states:-KGBG p171   “My system costs 
probably between $50,000 and $55,000” -KGBG p171  Nico expects his 
audience to just accept what he says even though  DECEPTION
provide numerous examples of how he hides, distorts, and even 
fabricates evidence that does not exist. The critique on the CAL lab was 
so damaging Nico desperately attemptsto discredit it with more deceit. There is no sense in arguing with a pathological liar.  The PBS show FRONTLINE investigated the -SPTD 225, 845  

company who Jack Mitchel his fake credentials and confirmed they had been doing it for so many years they were forced to shut down circa 2012. sold 

You got the 
                money?

               we’ll 
make the evidence!

CAE
Lab

Jack 
Mitchel This PROVES NO P-Con integrity!

Blatant Falsehood!
#1 “The poison is going down”.

 Nico claims this was: “verified by many audio forensic experts” -SPTD 510 

TKG testified that he said: “The Swelling is going down”
Who Verified what Nico Claims? What their experts really said was:
CAE Jack Mitchel: “the /p/ in poison cannot be exactly located” and
    “As each version presents a more expanded segment, the /poi/ sound
      should become more evident.”  -SHPM 300

-KGBG 180  OWL: “I swear all of its going down” Swear sound a like "Swell" 
J.P French: “It's Going down” (Especially Unclear) -KGBG 176

Explain: How could HDG drink hot milk while laying flat on his back? 
What was the milk “Going Down” when HDG did not sit up for 7 minutes? 

#2 “Is the poison in the milk?” What was said 
after Jayapataka asked Srila Prabhupada about the plan for 
better health was: “It's  part of the treatment.”NOT
Three engineers agreed the second word was   “NOT”.
OWL: Unintelligible -KGBG 180

J.P French: “It's  poison” (Unintelligible)NOT  -KGBG 176

JBR Technology: “That's  poison in the milk”NOT -KGBG 184

George Blackwell: "It's  poisoned milk." NOT  -KGBG 64

Explain: How did the audible , get lost in “Poison”?NOT

#3 “Poisoning for a long time...”
This is buried in 60 seconds of background 
noises and talking. It is so unclear that 
KGBG movie does not play it for listeners!
J.P French: Wholly Unintelligible -KGBG 176

Owl: “It's NOT Poisoning” -KGBG 180

Explain: Why wasn’t this audio played?

“Three different poisoning whispers have been forensically, scientically VERIFIED by a long list of audio forensic 
           experts in their laboratories.-SPTD 625    Who is Nico referring to? Below is what his so-called experts had to say. 

But this is what the No Truth-Team did: “Tom Owen ( was given a copy of Someone Has 
Poisoned Me location of the three different poison whispers,) a tape transcript, & the ” -KGBG 178

    Ed Primo from  has 35 years Primeauforensics.com
of experience and explains how real professionals work:

  “I tell my clients to NOT give us information about 
the case until we are done with our testing process... 
because bias has to stay out of the lab   Many client
attornies are ready to dump a bunch of information on
us, depositions etc…it's best to keep all unnecessary information out of the lab so our 
bias remains very low so, then if asked under oath… there is nothing to attack us on” 

EDWARD PRIMEAU
AUDIO & VIDEO FORENSIC EXPERT
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